We generalise a result of Bykovskii to the Gaussian integers and prove an asymptotic formula for the prime geodesic theorem in short intervals on the Picard manifold. Previous works show that individually the remainder is bounded by O(X 13/8+ǫ ) and O(X 3/2+θ+ǫ ), where θ is the subconvexity exponent for quadratic Dirichlet L-functions over Q(i). By combining arithmetic methods with estimates for a spectral exponential sum and a smooth explicit formula, we obtain an improvement for both of these exponents. Moreover, by assuming two standard conjectures on L-functions, we show that it is possible to reduce the exponent below the barrier 3/2 and get O(X 34/23+ǫ ) conditionally. We also demonstrate a dependence of the remainder in the short interval estimate on the classical Gauss circle problem for shifted centres.
Introduction
It is well-known that the lengths of prime geodesics on a hyperbolic surface behave similarly to prime numbers when counted according to size. In 1997, Bykovskii [5] proved that the analogy holds also in short intervals on the modular surface, thus resolving a conjecture of Iwaniec [13, §4] . More precisely, let π Γ (X) = N (P )≤X
1,
where the sum runs over primitive hyperbolic conjugacy classes of Γ = PSL(2, Z) of norm at most X. Bykovskii [5, Theorem 1] showed that, for every ǫ > 0,
where Y = X ν , 1/2 < ν ≤ 1 and σ(ν) > 0. Moreover, he observed that (1.1) is in fact optimal in the sense that it is not possible to reduce ν below 1/2. In this paper we consider Bykovskii's problem on the three-dimensional analogue of the modular surface-the Picard manifold Γ\H 3 , where Γ = PSL (2, Z[i] ) is the Picard group and H 3 is the upper half-space. In this case π Γ counts not only hyperbolic, but also loxodromic (i.e. with non-real trace) conjugacy classes of Γ. As in the theory of prime numbers, it is more convenient to consider the related Chebyshev-type weighted counting function
where the sum is now over all hyperbolic and loxodromic conjugacy classes of Γ, and we define Λ Γ (N (P )) = log N (P 0 ) if {P 0 } is the primitive conjugacy class associated to {P }, and Λ Γ (N (P )) = 0 otherwise. Notice that log N (P 0 ) is the length of the The number η that appears in Theorem 1.1 comes from the power saving for the remainder in the Gauss circle problem. More precisely, we require a bound for the shifted circle problem. Let b ∈ R 2 , and let B(b, √ M ) be the closed ball centred at b of radius √ M . By a simple geometric argument, one can see that
for some η ≤ 1/2. This is of course equivalent to counting points of b + Z[i] inside B(0, √ M ). It is expected that η = 1/4, which, if true, would be optimal. The current best result is due to Huxley [11, Theorem 5] , who showed that η = 131/416 is allowed uniformly in b. Therefore, Theorem 1.1 holds unconditionally with this value of η. The connection of Theorem 1.1 to the Gauss circle problem arises fairly naturally in our proof since we have to estimate sums over the Gaussian integers. However, we observe for the first time a direct influence of the circle problem on the remainder in the prime geodesic theorem (cf. [1, 4, 14] , where only the trivial bound in (1.5) is needed).
Another important ingredient in our proof is a zero-density theorem for the family of Dirichlet L-functions L(s, χ D ), where χ D is the Kronecker symbol over Z[i] (see §2.1). On the other hand, it is possible to bypass zero-density estimates and simply keep track of the subconvexity exponent θ ∈ [0, 1/4], which satisfies (1.6) L( 1 2 + it, χ D ) ≪ (1 + |t|) A N (D) θ+ǫ , for all primitive quadratic characters χ D over Q(i) and for some A > 0. The convexity bound corresponds to θ = 1/4, while the Lindelöf hypothesis would yield θ = 0. Then, together with the conjectural bound for the Gauss circle problem (η = 1/4 in (1.5)), we obtain the following variant of Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.3. Let θ be the subconvexity exponent of quadratic Dirichlet L-functions over Q(i) as defined in (1.6). Then, for every ν ∈ ( 1 3 , 1] with Y = X ν and X ≫ 1, we have
). If we assume the Lindelöf hypothesis (i.e. θ = 0) and furthermore (1.5) with η = 1/4, then, for every ν ∈ ( 1 4 , 1], X ≫ 1, and Y = X ν , we have
). In Theorem 1.3 the first equation (1.7) again follows from treating Kloosterman sums, while in (1.8) we replace them with the bound for the Gauss circle problem. It is interesting to notice that if we assume the Lindelöf hypothesis also in (1.7), then this is stronger than (1.8) as long as Y > X 1/2 . Finally, we can of course use Theorem 1.3 to deduce pointwise bounds. Corollary 1.4. Let θ denote the subconvexity exponent for L(s, χ D ). Then, for X ≫ 1, we have
The estimate (1.9) improves upon the bound in [4, Theorem 1.2] by reducing the coefficient in front of θ from one to 4/7. Also note that with the best known θ (see [23] ), Corollary 1.4 still gives a weaker result than Corollary 1.2.
Conditionally, we can further improve (1.9) if we assume the same mean Lindelöf hypothesis as Koyama [14] . More precisely, let λ j = 1 + r 2 j denote the eigenvalues of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Γ\H 3 . Also, let u j be the Maass cusp form corresponding to r j . Then, we assume that there exists A > 0 such that, for all w ∈ C with ℜ(w) = 1/2, we have the estimate
where L(s, u j ⊗u j ) is the Rankin-Selberg L-function associated to u j . The following corollary shows that if (1.10) holds, then we can reduce the exponent for E Γ (X) below 3/2 as soon as θ < 1/24. Corollary 1.5. Let θ be as in (1.6), and assume (1.10). Then, for X ≫ 1, we have
In particular, for θ = 0 we obtain E Γ (X) ≪ X 34/23+ǫ . It is unclear what should be the correct order of magnitude of E Γ (X). Corollary 1.5 sheds some light on this by showing that the exponent 3/2, which seemed to be a barrier in [1, Remarks 1.5 and 3.1] and [4, Theorem 1.1], can be reduced under the assumption of two fairly standard conjectures on L-functions.
Background and Auxiliary Lemmas
Unlike many other papers on the prime geodesic theorem (see e.g [1, 4, 14] ), we do not directly use the spectral theory of automorphic forms and instead connect Ψ Γ (X) to certain GL 1 L-functions. This allows us to exploit the arithmetic structure of the problem, which was also crucial for the proofs in [5] and [20] . In sections §2.1 and §2.2 we introduce the L-functions we need, i.e. the Dedekind zeta function, Dirichlet L-functions attached to Kronecker symbols, and Zagier's L-function L (s, δ). In §2.3 we approximate L (s, δ) and prove a lemma on the quality of the approximation, see Lemma 2.3, which will be used in section 3.
Dirichlet characters and L-functions.
Recall that the ring of integers of Q(i) is Z[i] and that the class number of Q(i) is one, i.e. every ideal is principal. The Dedekind zeta function of Q(i) is given, for ℜ(s) > 1, by
Note that typically in the literature this sum is taken over non-zero ideals (a) ⊆ Z[i]. However, for the sake of brevity, we abuse notation and denote ideals by their generators so that our sums are over elements of Z[i] unless stated otherwise. This is slightly imprecise since for each ideal there are four generators. In order to recover the conventional definition one could attach a factor 1/4 to sums over elements (as was done in e.g. [4, (3.22) , (3.23)]). Alternatively, one can specify a choice of a generator for each ideal and sum over subsets of Z[i] (see e.g. [22, p. 394] , where the sums are taken over the first quadrant). We refrain from taking either approach believing that the reader will still be able to follow the rest of the paper without confusion.
Let m be a non-zero ideal of Z[i]. A Dirichlet character modulo m is a group homomorphism χ m : Cl m −→ S 1 , where Cl m is the narrow ray class group of modulus m defined (for Q(i)) as the quotient
The narrow ray class group plays the role of (Z/mZ) × when the base field is Q, and reduces to it by taking m = mZ in the definition. We are interested in quadratic characters associated to the Kronecker symbol
where n and D are non-zero elements in Z[i] (see e.g. [12, §14.2] ). The function χ D is a Dirichlet character of modulus m = (D). In analogy with the rational case, if we sum over non-zero n ∈ Z[i], we obtain a Dirichlet L-function
If D is not a square then χ D is primitive and L(s, χ D ) extends to an entire function with a functional equation that relates the values at s and 1 − s. The generalised Riemann hypothesis predicts that the non-trivial zeros would lie on the critical line ℜ(s) = 1/2.
2.2.
Zagier's L-function. In a paper from 1977, Zagier [25] studied a certain Lfunction associated to binary quadratic forms and related to quadratic characters over Z. This L-function appears in the study of the prime geodesic theorem over the rationals (see [2, 3, 5, 20] ), and its generalisation to the Gaussian integers is relevant in the prime geodesic theorem for PSL(2, Z[i]) (see [4] ). In this section we introduce such a generalization and state an asymptotic result for the average of its coefficients in Lemma 2.2.
Let s ∈ C with ℜ(s) > 1, and let δ ∈ Z[i], δ = 0. Consider the L-function (the first appearance of this function is perhaps in Szmidt's paper [22, §3.5])
where the sums are over the Gaussian integers, and the coefficients are given by Here χ D is the Kronecker symbol over Z[i] and σ ξ is the divisor function given by
, δ not a perfect square, and write δ = Dl 2 , where D is the discriminant of the field extension Q(i)( √ δ). Then
Proof. See [22, Proposition 6] .
We can evaluate partial sums of ρ q (δ) and λ q (δ) in an asymptotic form with an error term. The size of the error will depend on available bounds for the remainder in the counting of lattice points in shifted circles, that is, on the exponent η in (1.5). For the proof we will also need Kloosterman sums, which are defined over 
where η is as in (1.5) and the implied constant does not depend on q. Unconditionally we can take η = 131/416.
Proof.
We begin by proving the first bound in the minimum. The result is imme-
In view of (2.2), we first work with the sum
We follow the general strategy of the proof of the classical O(r 2/3 ) bound for the Gauss circle problem. Let * denote the usual convolution on R 2 and define
Consider the smoothed version of (2.5) given by
Notice that
Splitting the sum in S into residue classes and applying two dimensional Poisson summation gives
To treat the sum over b, consider the definition of ρ q (δ) in (2.2), and observe that there is a one-to-one correspondence between solutions x mod (2q) of x 2 ≡ n 2 −4 mod (4q) and solutions y mod (q) of y 2 +yn+1 ≡ 0 mod (q) (to see this write x = 2y + n). Note in particular that any such y must be coprime to q. Therefore we have ρ q (n 2 − 4) = #{y (mod q) : y 2 + yn + 1 ≡ 0 (mod q)}. With the above observation, we can identify Kloosterman sums in (2.7) and get
For k = 0 we have S(0, 0, q) = ϕ(q) with ϕ being the Euler totient function on Z[i]. Therefore (2.7) becomes
where we have used the fact that f (0) = πZ. For non-zero k we bound f in absolute value. We use [21, Theorem IV.3.3] together with [8, 5.52 (1) ] to see that
Then, by [8, 8 .440 and 8.451 (1) 
Applying these estimates together with the Weil bound (2.3) gives
where we have used the facts that d(q) ≪ |q| ǫ and the gcd is one on average. Inserting (2.9) and (2.10) into (2.6) shows that
Recalling that √ Z/∆ > 1 and then balancing with
To get back to the statement of the lemma, we combine (2.11) with (2.2) and write
The sum on the right-hand side is handled by using the identity
which gives (if we let q 4 = q 3 /d)
Up to renaming d as q 2 , the last expression is what appears in (2.4) . We now prove the second bound in the minimum in (2.4) . In this case we can assume Z > N (q). Instead of smoothing (2.5), we separate the sum into residue classes so that
The idea is then to estimate each of the circles separately thus completely avoiding having to treat Kloosterman sums. A given residue class b modulo q corresponds to the set b + qZ[i]. Up to rescaling by |q| = N (q), this can be identified with a copy of Z[i] rotated by arg(q) and translated by b/|q|. By (1.5), we obtain
where the implied constant is independent of b and q. For the sum over b we use the first equation in (2.8) with k = 0 to deduce that
Applying (2.13) and (2.14) in (2.12) yields
Finally, (2.15) can be related to the sum in (2.4) just as in the previous case. The final assertion with the unconditional result follows from [11, Theorem 5] , where it is proved that η = 131/416 is admissible.
2.3. Zero-density estimates for Dirichlet L-functions over Q(i). In our proof we need to evaluate the L-function L (s, δ) at s = 1. Since the Dirichlet series is only conditionally convergent at this point, we approximate L (1, δ) by an absolutely convergent series with an exponential weight and give bounds on the error arising in the process. We do this by applying a zero-density theorem for Dirichlet Lfunctions over number fields due to Huxley [10] . Let V > 0, and consider the integral
Let 1/2 ≤ σ < 1 and move the line of integration to ℜ(s) = σ. We pass a pole at s = 1 and obtain
The rest of this section is devoted to proving Lemma 2.3 below, which provides a bound for R V (δ) when we sum over δ in a subset M of the Gaussian integers. Following [5, p. 725 ], for a given finite set M ⊆ Z[i], we define the quantities On the other hand, if such zeros exist then pointwise bounds for L(s, χ D ) are not as strong. However, we show that we can control the total number of zeros when averaging over the family of characters χ D .
Proof. In [10, Theorem 2] Huxley proved a more general statement where he allows the L-functions to be twisted by a fixed Grössencharacter. We apply his result in the case when the twist is trivial. For a primitive character χ modulo q ∈ Z[i], consider the counting function of the number of zeros in a unit window defined as
Then, for every integer l ≥ 1, we have the inequality
By positivity, the same inequality holds if we restrict the summation on the left to quadratic characters. Since N (q) ≥ ϕ(q), the lemma follows from (2.19) by taking l = 4 and summing over all unit intervals up to T .
We can now prove Lemma 2.3.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. By definition, we have
Using Lemma 2.1, we write δ = Dl 2 , where D is the discriminant of the field extension associated to δ, and factor L (s, δ) = T 
with Q as in the statement of the lemma. Therefore,
The last cardinality, in view of Lemma 2.5, is at most
Combining the two inequalities above gives the first part of the bound in (2.18). As for the sum over δ ∈ M 2 , we use (2.20) to estimate R V (δ). The tails of the integral over |ℑ(s)| ≥ T − 1 are bounded by using the exponential decay of the Gamma function and standard polynomial bounds on L(s, χ D ), which yields
For the integral over |ℑ(s)| < T − 1, we use Lemma 2.4 to bound L(s, χ D ) ≪ Q ǫ , and obtain
Thus we deduce that the sum over δ ∈ M 2 contributes at most
This gives the second term in (2.18) and concludes the proof of Lemma 2.3.
Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3
3.1. A theorem of Wu and Zábrádi. Our starting point in proving Theorem 1.1 is a formula that relates the counting function Ψ Γ (X) to the L-functions L (s, δ) introduced in the previous section. Such a formula has been proved recently by Wu and Zábrádi [24] . In our notation it can be stated as follows. 
where the sum is restricted to n ∈ Z[i] satisfying the condition
The result in [24, Theorem 1.4] is in fact more general as they allow number fields other than Q(i). Due to many differences in notation, we briefly explain how to arrive at Theorem 3.1 from their statement. First, the definition of Ψ Γ (X) in [24] differs from ours as they consider the function
Here E(P ) is a positive integer equal to a fixed constant, say, C 1 , except for finitely many conjugacy classes (see [6, §5.2] and [19, (5.5) ]). Therefore, we have
, which explains the error term in (3.1). Next, [24, Theorem 1.4 (1)] gives the identity
where the sum is over n ∈ Z[i] subject to the restriction
In both (3.3) and (3.4), the notation |x| ∞ refers to the absolute value of x at the complex place, i.e. the norm N (x). 1 The L-function L Γ (s, δ) in (3.3) is by [24, Theorem 1.4 (2)] of the form
where C 2 is a constant that depends only on the base field and on the group under consideration. Moreover, δ is factored as δ = d δ l 2 , where d δ is the discriminant of the field Q(i)( √ δ), as in §2.2, and the factor P Γ (s) is a Dirichlet polynomial that can be written as a product over primes dividing δ/d δ . By [24, (4 .7)] we see that at each prime p we have a factor N (p lp/2 ), where p 2lp is the exact power of p dividing δ/d δ . Therefore, by collecting these factors we get . Hence, we obtain
Setting C = C 1 C 2 and evaluating at δ = n 2 − 4 we obtain (3.1).
3.2.
Application of the auxiliary lemmas. Once (3.1) is established, we proceed as follows. First, we replace the condition (3.2) by a simpler one at the cost of an admissible error term. Write
Up to interchanging the roles of z and z −1 , we can assume that r > 1. We can then express n in terms of z and z −1 as
Setting X 0 = √ X + 1/ √ X, an easy computation shows that (3.2) is equivalent to
Therefore, the condition (3.2) can be replaced by N (n) ≤ X up to miscounting O(X ǫ ) points in the annulus N (n) = X + O(1). Bounding L (1, n 2 − 4) ≪ N (n) ǫ and approximating N (n 2 − 4) = N (n 2 ) + O(N (n)) we can thus write
1 There is a typo in [24] , where the subscript ∞ is missing from both of the absolute values.
We thank H. Wu for clarifying their result to us.
It follows that in intervals of the form [X, X + Y ], with Y as in the statement of Theorem 1.1, we have
At this point we approximate L (1, n 2 − 4) by an absolutely convergent Dirichlet series as anticipated in §2.3. For V > 0, we write
where G V (n 2 − 4) and R V (n 2 − 4) are as in (2.16) . Let
In particular, notice that Card(M) ≪ Y X ǫ . Moreover, if Q = Q(M) and N (M) are defined as in (2.17), we then have
The first inequality is immediate. Concerning the second estimate we recall that, by a result of Sarnak [19, pp. 275-276] , the solutions in Z[i] to the Pell equation n 2 − Dl 2 = 4, when D is not a square, are all powers of a fundamental solution
Consequently, the number of solutions of size less than a given quantity X is at most O(log X), uniformly in D. This proves the second inequality in (3.7). We now go back to (3.5) and use (3.6) to replace L (1, n 2 − 4). We bound the sum R V (n 2 − 4) in the interval X ≤ N (n) ≤ X + Y by using Lemma 2.3, and obtain
for any 1/2 ≤ σ < 1. In the main term we expand G V (n 2 − 4) into a Dirichlet series and write
The summation over n can be performed by parts and by using Lemma 2.2, which leads to
The sum over q on the first line gives
In summary, we have proved that
Remark 2. Note that the identity (3.5), by the trivial bound L (1, n 2 − 4) ≪ |n| ǫ and the observation that the number of Gaussian integers with given norm is O(X ǫ ), immediately implies the estimate
for every X ≫ 1 and Y ≥ 1. This is analogous to [13, Lemma 4] , and will be used in section 4.
3.3.
Optimisation of parameters. We now optimise the parameters V and σ in (3.8) . Consider the first term in the minimum. Balancing this with the term
Hence the error in (3.8) is bounded by
Then we optimise σ according to the relative size of Y and X. Recalling that
This is possible since for σ = 1 and σ = 1/2, the sign of the left and right-hand sides in (3.11) are in reverse order. For this particular value of σ, both terms in (3.10)
give
where β is given by
for 1/3 < ν ≤ 1. Combining this with (3.8) we conclude that
Evaluating this for Y = X and comparing with the asymptotic Ψ Γ (X) ∼ 1 2 X 2 (see (1.2)), we also deduce that π C = 1.
Now, for the second term in the minimum in (3.8) we instead balance with
so that the error in (3.8) becomes
We need σ ∈ [ 1 2 , 1) such that
As before, such a σ is guaranteed to exists by considering the sign of both sides of (3.14) at σ = 1/2 and σ = 1. Hence the error in (3.13) is then
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
3.4.
Application of the subconvexity bound. In this section we prove Theorem 1.3. To do this, we imitate the proof of Theorem 1.1, but in Lemma 2.3 we instead take M 1 = ∅, M 2 = M and shift the integral in (2.21) to σ = 1/2 and use the subconvexity estimate (1.6) . It follows that we can replace the bound (2.18) by
Since Q ≪ X 2 (see (3.7)), this means that the remainder in (3.8) becomes
We balance this with V = (X 2θ−1/3 Y ) 6/5 , which yields O(X (4θ+6)/5+ǫ Y 2/5 ), as required. The second bound (1.8) follows by using (3.16) with θ = 0 and by using the second term from the minimum in Lemma 2.2 with η = 1/4.
Smooth Explicit Formula
A standard way to obtain estimates for the prime geodesic theorem is to relate Ψ Γ to an exponential sum over the spectral parameters r j , known as explicit formulae. In three dimensions, such a formula was proved by Nakasuji [16, 17] . Let X ≫ 1, T ≥ 1 and suppose that T < X 1/2 . Then, her explicit formula says that
In fact, Nakasuji's proof shows that there are also secondary terms that contribute O(XT log T + T 2 ) (see [16, (5.13)] ). Clearly, these terms get absorbed into the error in (4.1) if T < X 1/2 , so that the optimal bound is O(X 3/2 log X).
In this paper we instead consider a smoothed version of (4.1), which allows us to relax the conditions on T and, in particular, to break the barrier O(X 3/2+ǫ ). We note that in two dimensions such a smooth explicit formula is not needed as the pointwise version proved by Iwaniec [13] is optimal. Let k be a smooth, real-valued function with compact support on (Y, 2Y ). Moreover, assume that k is of unit mass and satisfies |k (j) 
We then have the following explicit formula for Ψ Γ (X, k) (cf. 
Before giving a proof of Lemma 4.1, we recall the definition of the Selberg zeta function and its logarithmic derivative. For s ∈ C with ℜ(s) > 2, the Selberg zeta function is defined as
where the outer product runs over primitive hyperbolic and loxodromic conjugacy classes of Γ, and the inner product runs over all the pairs of non-negative integers such that k ≡ l mod m(P 0 ), where m(P 0 ) denotes the order of the torsion of the centraliser of P 0 (see [6, p. 206, Definition 4.1] ). Z(s) extends to a meromorphic function on C with a functional equation relating the values at s and 2 − s. The Selberg zeta function has non-trivial spectral zeros at each s j = 1 + ir j ands j (for λ j = s j (2 − s j )). Therefore, the sums in (4.1) and (4.3) correspond to sums over s j . In addition, Z also vanishes at the non-trivial zeros ρ j of the Dedekind zeta function ζ Q(i) , which lie to the left of the critical line ℜ(s) = 1 [19, §7.4] . Since Γ has no small non-trivial eigenvalues (i.e. s j ∈ [1, 2)) [6, Proposition 7.6.2] it means that, apart from the trivial zero at s = 2, Z(s) is non-zero for ℜ(s) > 1, i.e. we know the analogue of the Riemann hypothesis for Z. For a complete description of the zeros and singularities of Z see [7, §4] . By [6, p. 208, Lemma 4.2] , the logarithmic derivative of Z is given, again for
where the sum runs over all hyperbolic and loxodromic conjugacy classes of Γ, and a(P ), a(P ) −1 are the eigenvalues of P with |a(P )| > 1. Recalling that N (P ) = |a(P )| 2 , and that m(P ) = 1 only for finitely many classes (see [6, p. 224 ]), we deduce that N (P ) log(N (P 0 )) m(P )|a(P ) − a(P ) −1 | 2 = Λ Γ (N (P )) + O(N (P ) −1+ǫ ).
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We follow [16, §5] . Let ǫ ∈ (0, 1), and let c = 2 + ǫ. By a standard application of Perron's formula we can write
We split the sum at |N (P ) − X| < X/2. Using the upper bound Ψ Γ (X) ≪ X 2 and the second term in the minimum, we can bound the beginning and the tail of the sum by O(X c T −1 ). Furthermore, by decomposing into intervals of length 2X/T , the remaining part of the series contributes
where I k = {{P } : |N (P ) − X − 2kX/T | ≤ X/T }. By the short interval estimate (3.9) we deduce that the first sum is bounded by O(X 2+ǫ T −1 ), and the second sum is bounded by
In other words, we have
Next we move the line of integration to the left of the critical strip and we pick up the poles of Z ′ /Z. In order to do so, we suppose that T is not the ordinate of a zero of Z(s). This leads to the identity
where we have written ρ j = β j + iγ j , and the contours are given by
. In (4.4) we let X → X + u and integrate against k. It remains to show that the sum over ρ j and the integrals get absorbed into the error in (4.3). The sum is easily bounded by O(X 1+ǫ ) since #{ρ j : |γ j | ≤ T } ≪ T log T . Denote by I ± 1 and I 2 the integrals over C ± 1 and C 2 in (4.4). Observe that by repeated integration by parts we have, for every l ≥ 0,
We also need the fact that, for all T ≫ 1, there exists τ ∈ [T, T + 1] such that (see [18, (5.7) ], [16, (3.10) ], [13, (25) ])
Combining (4.5) and (4.6), we get (by changing T by a bounded amount)
where the last inequality follows from the assumption T Y > X 1+ξ , and on taking l sufficiently large. To the left of the critical strip, we have (see [18, (5.5) ], [16, (3.8) ], [13, (24) 
Thus we can bound I 2 as
Finally, the assumption on T can be dropped by changing T by a bounded quantity. This amounts to extending the sum in (4.3) to T ≤ r j ≤ T + O(1). In view of (4.5), and recalling that the number of such terms is O(T 2 ) by the Weyl law, this additional contribution gets absorbed into the error.
Recovering Pointwise Bounds
In this section we prove Corollaries 1.2, 1.4, and 1.5. The argument is essentially identical to that of [20, §3-4] , but we reproduce it here for the sake of completeness. The main idea is to consider the same smoothed Ψ Γ as in the previous section. We can then combine the smooth explicit formula and short interval bounds to recover the unsmoothed function. To that end, let k be as before and consider the function Ψ Γ (X, k) defined in (4.2). Clearly, we have
The integral in (5.1) can be treated with Theorem 1.1. To estimate Ψ Γ (X, k), we use the smooth explicit formula proved in Lemma 4.1. Let T, Y ≫ 1 with T, Y ≤ X, and assume that T Y > X 1+ξ for some ξ > 0. Then, Lemma 4.1 gives
If we pick T = X and Y ≥ X 1/2 , we may then write The sum in E(X, k) can be truncated further at X 1+ξ /Y . To see this, we again integrate by parts l times (as in (4.5)) and get
Therefore, by choosing a suitably large l and recalling that #{r j ≤ T } ≪ T 3 by the Weyl law, we deduce that For the remaining part of the sum, we need to understand the spectral exponential sum defined as (5.5) S(T, X) = 0<rj ≤T X irj .
We appeal to the following bound proved in [1, Theorem 3.2] (5.6) S(T, X) ≪ T 2+ǫ X 1/4+ǫ , which holds for X, T > 2. Applying (5.4) and (5.6) in (5.3) then yields (5.7) E(X, k) ≪ X 9/4+ǫ Y −1 + X 1+ǫ .
Next, we use (5.2), (5.7) and Theorem 1.1 in (5.1) to bound
Balancing the first two terms with Y = X 5/8+β/2 gives E Γ (X) ≪ X 13/8−β/2+ǫ + X 1+ǫ .
Recalling that Y = X ν , we have ν = 5 + 4β 8 , β = 8ν − 5 4 .
We also have from (3.11) that β = ν − 20(1 − σ) 3 − σ = (1 − σ)(3ν − 1) 4 − 3σ . 
We balance this by choosing Y = X (21−16θ)/28 and get E Γ (X) ≪ X 3/2+4θ/7+ǫ , which proves Corollary 1.4.
Finally, for Corollary 1.5, we recall that the assumption (1.10) implies the estimate (see [14, p. 792 ] and [1, p. 5363]) S(T, X) ≪ T 7/4+ǫ X 1/4+ǫ + T 2 .
Using this instead of (5.6) leads to E Γ (X) ≪ X 3/2+(24θ−1)/46+ǫ , which concludes the proof.
Remark 3. The trivial bound in (5.5) is S(T, X) ≪ T 3 . If we use this in the argument above, we obtain E Γ (X) ≪ X 3/2+2θ/3+ǫ . Notice that with the convexity bound θ = 1/4 this recovers Sarnak's exponent 5/3 (1.2), while the Burgess bound θ = 3/16 would yield the exponent 13/8 as in [1] (with a different proof, cf. [20, (17) ]).
